Terminology in Digital
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versus discrete time are often made. Although they are
often used interchangeably, different meanings should
be attributed to the two sets of terms.
2) The term analog generallydescribesawaveform
t h a t iscontinuous in time (or any other appropriate
independent variable) and that belongs to a class that
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Examples of analog wuveJorms or anulog signals are thosc
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derived from acoustic sources. Such signals are repreand CLIFFORD J. WEINSTEIN
sentedrnathematicallyasfunctions
of acontinuous
variable. The functions sin (ut) and the step function
au-l(t) are examplesof common mathematical functions
that coulddescribe“analogsignals.”
T h e use of the
Absfract-Thecommittee
on DigitalSignalProcessing
of the
term
“anaIog”
in
this
context
appears
to
stem fronl the
IEEEGroup on Audio andElectroacousticshasundertakenthe
field
of
analog
computation,
where
a
current
or voltage
project of recommending terminologg foruse in papers and texts on
digital signal processing. The reasons for this project are twofold. waveform serves as a physical analog
of some variable
First, the meanings of many terms that are commonly used differ in a differential equation.
from one author to another. Second, there are many terms that
3 ) The term continuous t i m e implies that only the
one would like to have defined forwhich no standard term currently
independent
variable necessarily takes on a continuous
exists. It is the
purpose of this paper to
propose terminology whichwe
range
of
values.
I n theory the amplitude may, butneed
feel is self-consistent, and which is in reasonably good agreement
with current practices. An alphabetic index of terms is included at not, be restricted to a finite or countable infinite set of
the end of the paper.
values (i.e., the amplitude may be quantized). Therefore, analog waveforms are continuous-time waveforms
with continuous amplitude. In practice, however, “continuous-time waveforms” and “analog waveforms” are
Introduction
equivalent. Since most signal processing problems have
As an aid to classifying the different types of terms nothing to do with analogs as such, the us11 of the term
t o be defined, we have placed each term in one
of the analogwaveform is often ambiguous at the least and
following groups:
may in fact be misleading. T ~ L Ithe
S , term continuous1) Introductory Terms-GeneralDefinitions
time waveform is preferable.
2) Discrete Systems-Block
DiagramTerminology4) Discrete time implies that time (the independent
3) Relations
Between
Discrete
and
Continuous
variable) is quantized. T h a t is, discrete-time signals are
Signals
defined only for discrete values of the independent vari4) Theory and Design of Digital Filters
able.Suchsignalsarerepresentedrnathcmaticallyas
5) FiniteWordLength
Effects-A/D,
D/AConsequences of numbers. Those discrete-time signals that
version
take on a continuum of values are referredt o as sum$led6) Discrete Fourier Transforms and the FFT
data signals.
7) Discrete Convolution and Spectrum Analysis.
5 ) The term digital implies that lmth timc and mlpli-In the above mentioned sectionsof this paper we will be tude are quantized. Thus d
aigital system i s one i n w h i c h
discussing terminology related to the processing of one- signals. are represented a s sequences o f n u m h - r s which
dimensionalsignals.Forconvenience,
we will assume take on only a finite set of values. Thlls onc uses d i g i t d
that this dimension i s time-although
thedefinitions
whendiscussing actual phJ-sical realizations (as hardapply equally well to any single dimension.
ware or programs) o f discrete-time signal processing systems, whereas the term discrete t i m e is a h;tt-er modifier
when
consideringmathematicalabstractions
of such
1. introductory Terms-General Definitions
systems in which the effects of amplitud- quantization
1) In discussingwaveformprocessingproblems,
the are ignored, A digital signal
or digital ~ ( ~ v e j o sisma scdistinctions analog versus digital and continuous time
quence produced, for example,b y digital circuitry orby
an analog-to-digital converter which is sampling a COIF
tinuous-timewaveform.
In digitalsignalprocessing
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uous) called source
the system,
by
a (digital)
system
y ( n ) = x ( n - m),
m >0
(2)
called the object system.
m
7) Next-state simulation is a method of digital simu(3)
lation whereby the values of the digital system signals
are represented by nodes ina block diagram representaIn ( 3 ) , X ( z ) appears multiplied by z-%. This result for
tion. Usually, there isa close correlation between blocks
m'= 1 accounts for the fact that 2-l is often termed the
in the object system and elementsof the source system.
unit delay operator, since a delay of the sequence by one
Themethodentailsorderingthecalculations
in the
sample is equivalent to multiplication
of the z transform
digital system so that all the inputs to each block a t a
by z - l . ( Similarly, z is often called the
unit advance
given sample time are computed
before the output is
operator.)
computed.
2) In many cases,sequencesaredefinedoverboth
8) A real-time process is one for which, on the average,
positive and negative valuesof
In such cases, a somethe computing associated with each sampling interval
what more general pointof view is called for. In general,
can be completed in a time less than or equal to the
the z transform is written as
sampling interval. ,4 program running in 100 times real
m
timerequires 100 timesaslongto
process the Sam(:
X
(
Z
>
=
x(n)z-a.
(4)
number of samples; i.e., it is 100 times too slow for real
n=--m
time operation. A program ten times as fast as it needs
t o be could be said to run in 1/10 real time. Obviously,
I t should be noted that a common usage is t o call (1)
the extra speed can onlybe used if other computing can simply thez transform, and(4)the two-sided z transform.
be done in the interstices, or if the complete sequences Since (4) is most general, it would seem preferable to
t o be processed have been stored beforehand.
refer t o (4)as the z transform, and the special case, ( l ) ,
9) Throughp.ut rate is the total rate at which digital as the one-sided z transform.
information is processed byadiscrete-timesystem,
3 ) I t is possible to think of the z transform as simply
measured in bits per second or samplesper second. In a a formal series whose properties can be tabulated, and
multiplexed system, where several signals are processed, which never need be summed. However, it is generally
we may refer to thethroughput rate per signal, measured preferable to realize that if certain convergence condiin bits per second per signal or samples per second per
tions are met, both (1) and (4)are Laurent series in the
signal. Thus, a multiplexed system which processes 10 complex variable z. As such, all the properties of the
signals, each at 1000 bits/s, has a throughput rate
of Laurent series apply. For example, if the series in
(1)
10 000 bits/s,and a throughputrate/signal of 1000 converges, it must convergein a region zI > R+. If the
bits/s/signal.
series of (4) converges, it must converge in an annular
10) A multivatesystem is a discrete-timesystem in region R+ < zI <R-,where R+ may be zero and R- may
which there are signals sampled
a t different intervals
be infinity. T h e coefficients ofa Laurent series are deterwhich areusuallyintegermultiples
of somebasicor
mined by an integral relationship. In the context of the
fundamental interval.
z transform, this relation is

A.

I

I

(5)

11. Discrete Systems

1) T h e z transform plays a role in discrete-time system
theory analogous to that of the Laplace transform in
continuous-timesystemtheory.Twoviewpointsregarding the z transform are common. One is based on
what may be termed the one-sided z transform, which is
defined as
m

x(n1z-n

X(Z)=

(1)

9L-0

regardless of the value of x ( n ) for n < 0.l One application of the one-sided z transform'is in the solution -of
linear difference equationswithconstant
coefficients.
Solutions are obtainedfor the interval
< ~0 subject
t o prescribedinitialconditions.Thesesolutionsare
obtained with the aid of the equations

Osn

The notation x(%) is used rather than X,, or x(nT) to denote a
sequence because of the ease of handling complicated indices, e.g.,
~(N-1/2).

where C is a closed contour inside the region of convergence of the power series and enclosing the origin. Equation (5) is referred to as theinverse z transform.
4) In the region of convergence of the series, both (1)
and (4) representanalyticfunctions
of the complex
variable z. These functions can often
be extended by
analyticcontinuationeverywhereexcept
at certain
.singular points (poles). Since these singularities of the
z transform are characteristicof the particularsequence,
i t is common t,o plot their locations in thez plane, (Le.,
the complex plane determined by the real and imaginary
parts of c). I t should be noted that it
is often convenient,
because of the special functional form which characterizes exponential sequences, to plot singularities in the
2-l plane. Furthermore, some authorsdefine the z transform as
m

8(z)

x(n)zn.

=
n=-w

(6)
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Clearly, (6) is related to our definition by
X(z) =

X(z-1).

(7)

If either (6) or thez-l plane is encountered, i t is a simple
matter toreplace z with z-l in order t o relate the z-transform definitions and to note that the region inside the
unit circle of the z plane corresponds to the region outside the unit circle of thez-l plane.
5 ) A discrete-time impulse at k = k o is a discrete-time
signal x ( k ) such thatx ( k ) = 0 unless k = ko, in which case
x ( k ) = 1. This is an analogy with an
impulse at time t o in
the continuous-time case, where
x(/)= 6 ( t - t 0 ) , the Dirac
deltafunction.Theresponse
of adigitalfilterto
a
discrete-time impulse a t k = 0 is called its impulse response, or sometimes, the unit sample response. Other
terms generally used fordigital impulse are unit sample,
unit pulse, or simply impulse.
6) A sample value is the value or number associated
withonemember
of a sequence thatrepresentsa
discrete-time signal. This term is generally used regardless of whether or not the value represents a sample of
a continuous-time signal.
7) A discrete-timelineartime-invariantsystem
ora
discrete-time linear filter is characterized by its impulseresponse sequence h ( n ) .
8) Discrete-timeconvolution
is theoperation
on a
signal or sequenceg(n) by the impulse response sequence
h ( n )t o yield a digital signal (or sequence)f(n)
; the operation is defined by the expression
m

h(lz)g(n - Irz).

f(?Z) =

(8)

k=-m

This expression is the discrete-time counterpart of the
convolution integral for continuous-time systems.
9) An alternatecharacterization of adiscrete-time
linear system is the z transform of h ( n ):

1972

units of frequencytothecorrespondingangleinthe
z-plane ( T = l/fs is the sampling period).
z-Plane
Unit of Frequency
Substitution
Around
Unit

Range of Frequency
Circle

Whenthefrequencyresponse
is expressedinpolar
form, its magnitude as a function of frequency is called
the amplituderesponse, and its angle as a function
of
frequency is called the phase response.
10) Oneclassoflineartime-invariantdiscrete-time
filters is characterized by system functions of the form

k=l

Such filters havea recursive reali.zation in the form of the
difference equation

IC=

1

kc0

where y is the output sequence and x is the input sequence. Thesystemfunctionisgenerallywrittenin
terms of powers of z-l as in (10) because it places in evidence the form of the difference equation given in (1l ) ,
i.e., in terms of delays. H ( z ) can also be written as

m

H(z)

h(n)z-n.

=

(9)

n---m

The complex function H ( z ) is called the s y s t e m f u n d i o n
where i t is assumed that the zeros of the numerator
or transfer function. The values taken by
H ( z ) when
[zeros of H ( z ) ]are distinct from the zeros
of the denomievaluated on the unit circle in the z plane give the frenator [poles of H ( z ) ] .This form places in evidence the
quency response. Each point on the unit circle, characterfact that regardless of the relative values of M and N,
ized by its angle only, corresponds to a particular freH ( z ) has the same number of poles as zeros. In most
quency.2 Severaldifferentunits
of frequencyare in
cases-especially
digitalfiltersderivedfromanalog
common use. Someauthorsexpressfrequencyinthe
designs-M will be less than or equal t o N , and there
conventional units of Hz, kHz, etc. Others use a system
will be a t least N- M zeros a t z = 0. Systems of this type
of rad/s. Still other authors use a normalized frequency
are called Nth-order systems. When M> N , the order of
with each frequency expressed as a fraction of the samthe system is no longer unambiguous. Here, N gives the
plingfrequency (f/fg)
or half the sampling frequency
order as the term used
is to characterize the mathemati(f/(f8/2)). Finally, some authors express the normalized
cal properties of the difference equations. M gives the
frequency in rad/sample. The following table relates the
order used to characterize the complexity of a realization of the system. There is no general agreement as to
As will be clear from the discussion i n Section 111, each point on .ivllicll of M or iv best characterizes the system
the unit circle, i n fact, corresponds to an infinite set of uniformly
spacedfrequencies thatare indistinguishable i n adigital system.

M

>N .
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U N IDTE L A Y

y(n) Zx(n-11

AOOER / S U B T R A C T O R

r(n)=x(n) +y(n)

Fig. 2.

The mapping of the s plane to the z plane implied
by sampling a continuous-time signal.

CONSTANT
MULTIPLIER

uridth 2 r / T , each of which maps into the entirez plane.
The contributions fromeach strip are added to produce

y ( n ) = k, x ( n )

M U L T I R A TDEE L A Y
( r I S THE SAMPLING

X ( z ).
2) T h e j axis of the s plane corresponds to the unit
circle of the z plane. For this reason, the point z = 1 is
often casually referred to as the DC point since it corresponds to the point
s = 0 of the s plane. T h e z transform
evaluated on the unit circle z I = 1) is of particular interest in digital filtering of sampled signals. For example,
there are some sequences for
which the z transform does
not converge (does not exist) except on the unit circle,
e.g., the ideal lowpass digital filter and the ideal digital
differentiator for band-limited waveforms. T h e z transform evaluated on the unit circle is called the Fourier
transform of the sequence. This definition is consistent
with the classical terminology for continuous-time systems. Evaluating (4) a n d ( 5 ) of Section I1 on the unit
circle, yields

(I

BRANCHING
OPERATION

f

MULTIPLYING
TWO
SIGNALS

r(n)= x(n). y(n)
y(n 1

Fig. 1.

Recommended terminology for use in block
diagrams of digital systems.

m

X(@)

x(nle-j.8

=

( 14)

?&==--a,

11) Since the purpose of a block diagram is to graphically depict the way in
which a particular system is
realized, theterminologyshowninFig.
1 is recommended.

This pairof equations isa Fourier transform pair for the
sequence x ( % ) . Alternatively, anyof the frequency units
of the table in Section I1 can be used in place of 8.
111. Relations Between Discrete and Continuous Signals
3 ) If a continuous-timewaveform, x c ( t ) , is band1) If a sequence arises as the result of periodic sam- limited t o a frequency fo, i.e., X,(j27rf), the Fourier
pling of a continuous-time signal x c ( t ) ,i.e., x ( % ) =xc(nT) transform of x c ( t ) , iszerofor
>fa, then x c ( t ) can
where T is the sampling period, then X ( z ) , the z trans- berecoveredexactlyfromitssamples,i.e.,
xc(nT),
form of x(n), is related to X c ( s ) ,the Laplace transform - co <n< m if T<1/2fo. This is clear from (13) where
of x o ( t ) by the relationship
we can see that

If/
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is called the samplinginterval. T h e highest frequenqpresent in x , ( t ) , (defined above) S o , is called the Nypuist
frequency. The Nyquist frequency is sometimes called
the folding frequency. I t is recommended that the term
Nyquist frequency be avoided because
of the general
confusion with the term Nyquist rate. Furthermore, we
recommendthatthetermfoldingfrequencyreferto
half of the actual sampling frequency (see Fig. 3).
4) T h e relationship (13) between the Fourier transform of a sequence of samples x,(nT) and the Fourier
transform of the continuous time signalxc(t)is depicted
in Fig. 4. Part (a) of this figure depicts a band-limited
Fouriertransform X , ( j 2 ~ f ) In
. Fig.4(b)and(c)the
sampling rate is greater than or equal to the Nyquist
rate and we note that theform of X,( j27rf) is preserved
t o within a constant multiplier 1 / T in the frequency
range - l / Z T < f < l / 2 T . However,inFig.4(d)the
signal x,(t) is undersumpled, i.e., sampled at a rate below
the Nyquist rate. In this case the Fourier transform of
thesequenceobtainedbysamplingisnotequalto
X,( j27rf)lTdue to the fact that some
of the other terms
in (13) such as Xc(j27rf-j(27r/T)) are nonzero in the
frequency range - 1/2T<Ip< 1/2T. One way of viewing
this is to say thata set of frequencies in X,(j271-f‘)is indistinguishablefrom a differentset of frequenciesin
X,(j21rj-j27r/T). These frequencies are called
aliases of
one another and theprocess of confounding frequencies
as in Fig. 4(d) is called aliasing.
5 ) Suppose we have a sampled waveform x ( n ) with z
transform X ( z ) . We define a newsampledwaveform
y ( n ) using one of every M samples as the samplesof the
new waveform, i.e., y ( n ) = x ( M n ) , with 13-6any positive
integer. Clearly, this process is equivalent to sampling
a t a lower rate, andi t is to be expected that aliasing may
occur.Whenthealiasingoccursdue
to “sampling” a
discrete-timesignal i t is called digitalaliasing. I t is
readily shown that Y ( z )can be written in terms of X ( z )

-f,
-2fo -f,

-fS

0

2
FREQUENCY

DECEMBER

’ .f
,f

2f0

fs

fs

f

t

SAMPLING
FREQUENCY

NYQUIST
NYQUISTRATE

Fig. 3.

1972

FOLDING
FREQUENCY

Labeling of terminology concerned with frequencies
related to the sampling process.

fS

fS

2

(b)

f s = Zf,

- f,

,f

0

I

3fo

2f,=f,

(c)

as
f, < 2f,

1 M-I

y ( z )= M

1.

x(zl/.~fe-j(zx/~w)z

(16)

2=0

ALIASING

IV. Theory and Design of Digital Filters

1) Discrete filters may be divided into two classes on
the basis of whether the signal values can take
on a
continuum of values(sampled-datafilters)or
a finite
set of values (digital filter). Thus we have the following.
a) A sampled-dala filter i s a computational process
or algorithm by which a sampled-data signal acting as
a n input is transformedinto a secondsampled-data
signal termed the output. The sampled-data signal
is
considered onlya t a set of points (usually equally spaced
in time or space as the independent variable); at these
points the signal can takeon a continuum of values.
. b) A digitulfilter
is a computationalprocessor
algorithm by which a digital signal or sequence of num’

(a)
Fig. 4.

An example of the effects of various sampling frequencies on
the frequency response of the digital signal.

hers (acting as input) is transformed into a second sequence of numbers termed the output digital signal. The
numbers are limited to a finite precision.The algorithm
may beimplementedinsoftware
as a computer SUI,routine for a general-purpose machine or in hardware
as a special-purpose computer. The term digital
filter is
then appliedt o the specific routine in execution orto the
hardware.
2 ) Furthercomplexity
of filteringactionmay
he
obtained by switching. Thus, a switched filter ,is one .ill

RABINER
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which the input and output are simultaneously switched
in a definite pattern among a group of input and output
ports. The filterbeingswitched
may be either of the
continuousordiscretetypes.Examples
of switched
filters are commutating filters or n-path filters.
3 ) A multiplexed Jilter is a restrictedform
of a
switchedfilter;commonly a single discretefilter which
Fig. 5. Block diagram representation of comb filter.
by means of a switching action is made to perform the
function of severaldiscretefiltersvirtuallysimul12) A frequency-sampling Jilter is an F I R filterwhich
taneously. Th:: multiplexing is mostcommonlydone in is designed by varying one or
of its D F T ~coeffia time-divisionmannerwherebytheinputtothediscients (called frequency samples) to minimize
crete filter is sequentially switched from a number of aspects of the filter?s frequency response. F~~example,
input signals and the filter output sequentially switched the
DFT coefficients of a frequency-sampling
lowpass
in synchronism to a corresponding set of output signal filter are 1.0 in the passband, 0.0 in the stopband, and
lines. Thus a singlefilter may be made to do the workvariablein
the transitionband. one designcriterion
of many filtersbythistimedivisionmultiplexing.
would be t o choose thevariable coefficients t o minimize
4) A recursive filter is a discrete-time filterwhich is peak stopbandripple.
realizedviaarecursionrelation,i.e.,theoutputsamples
13)
extraripfile filter (also called
ripple
of the filter are explicitly determined as a weighted sum filter) is an FIR filter whose frequency response is equiof Past output saInPles as We'' as Past and/or Present
ripple in both the passband and stopband, and whose
input samples. ForexaInPle, Y ( n )=box(%)+ h l x ( f l - l l )
frequencyresponsecontainsthemaximum
possible
+ b 2 x ( n - 2 ) - a a l y ( n - l ) --2y(n-2).
number of ripples6 Thereis no general agreement as to
5) A nonrecursive filter is a discrete-timefilterfor
the appropriateness of thisterm,and as
no recornwhich theoutputsamples
of the filter are explicitly mendation as to its usage is made.
determined as a weighted sum of past and present input
14)
equiripple
(optimal)filter is an FIR filter wllich
samplesonly. For example, Y(n>=bOx(n)+blx(n-ll)
is theuniquebestapproximation
in theminimax sense
+bzx(n - 2).
specified
t o some
frequency
characteristic
response
over
6 , A finite imfiulse
is a
any closed subset offrequency
the interval.
the
For
whose
impulse
response
h ( n ) is zero
outside
some
finite
lowpass filter
the
filter
may be an extralimits, i.e., h ( n ) = O , for n>N1 and n<N2 With N12 NZ. ripple filter, a n equiripple filter with one less than the
7) An in$nite
('IR)
is a
maximum possible number of ripples, ora filter with the
for .which either NI= a or N2 = - or both, in 6). T h u s maximum
possible number of ripples all except one of
the duration of the filter's impulse response is infinite. which
are of equal amplitude.
8 ) I t should be noted that the polesof F I R filters are
15) A fyequency-sampling realization is a means of
restricted to z = 0 or z = a ,whereas there are no such realization of an FIR filter of duration
samples as a
restrictions on the positions of either the poles or zeros cascade
of a comb filter and a parallel bank of
ofresonators.
I Ipole
R plex
filters.
T h e filter output is obtained as a
9) The terms recursive and nonrecursive are recomweighted sum of the outputs of each of the parallel
mended as descriptions for how a filter is realized and branches; thk multiplier On the Kth branch being the kth
not whether or not the filter impulse response is of finite DFT coefficient of the filter impulse response.
duration.(Although I I R filters aregenerally realized
16) A K a ~ m a nfilter (discrete time) is a linear,but
recursively, and
are generally
non- possibly time-varying discrete-time filter with the proprecursively, I I R filterscan berealizednonrecursively
erty thatit provides a least mean-square
estimate
and FIR filters
can be
realized
recursively.)
of a (possibly
vector-valued)
discrete-time
signal
based
lo) A tra~sversalfilter is a
(either continuous or on noisy observations. The statistical description of the
discrete) in Which the output signalisgenerated
by problem is such that the Kalman filter has a recursive
summing a series of delayed versions of the input signal implementation, using
a linear combination of new obweighted by a set Of weights termed the tap gains- If the servations and old
T h e filter design may be
signal
are
by a tapped
delay
based
line
on a more
general
criterion,
using a nonthen the filter is termed a tapped delay line filter.
quadratic loss function. Its essential features are that
11) A
JiZter is a
comprised Of the sum its design is based on a statistical criterion in the time
Or difference Of input and Output Of a
Of
domain, and that it is, in general, time varying. If the
units and unit gain yielding a transfer characteristic filter is further restricted to be time invariant it becomes
H(z) = 1k z--*' (see Fig. 5 ) ; this filter has hi" zeros of the Wienerfilter.
transmissionequallyspacedontheunit
circle in the
z plane thus givingrise t o a frequency characteristic
See Section VI-1 for a definition of DFT.
having M equal peaks and Af real frequency zeros.
See Section IV-29 for a definition of ripple.
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Fig. 6. Block diagram representation of direct
form 1 for an Nth-order system.

1 7 ) ‘The forms for realizing digital filters include the
following:
a ) Direct f o r m 1 (shown in Fig. 6) where

Fig. 7. Block diagram representation of direct
form 2 for an Nth-order system.

*-+...*
+
bo

Fig. 8. Block diagram representation of the cascade form.
’Y

biz-’

C

m
&-I

i=O

For convenience in showing the realization, the order of
the numerator and denominator are set tobe the same.
Direct form 1 uses separate delays for both the numeratorpolynomialandthedenominatorpolynomial.
In
certain cases, e.g., floating-point additions, the results
Fig. 9. Block diagram representation of the parallel form.
may dependon the exact orderingi n n;hich the additions
are performed.
b) Direct form 2 is sho\vn i n Fig. 7. Direct form
2 has beencalled
the canonicjorm because it has
the minimunlnumber of multiplier, adder, and delay
elements, but since other c-onfigurations also have this and K=integer part of (Nfl),” and C is proportional
to b s as defined in (17).
property, this terminology is not recommended.
18) Theindividualsecond-andfirst-ordersections
c) Cascadecanonic f o r m (or series j o r m ) , which is
of
the cascade and parallel forms are generally realized
shown in Fig. 8, where
in one of the direct forms.
19) Transpose configurationsfor all of the above forms
can be obtained by reversing the directions of all signal
flow (i.e., by reversing the directions of all arrows) and
and H i ( z ) is either a second-order section, i.e.,
by interchanging all branch nodes and summing junctions. The resulting circuits have the same transfer func1 b1iz-l
b2iz-’
tions but different roundoff noise and overflow properHi(2) =
>
1 a1iz-1
u2iz-2
ties.
20) When the transfer function of a high-order filter
or a first-order section, i.e.,
is decomposed into a cascade connection of lower order
filter sections by distributing the pole and zero factors
among the lower order sections, then pairing refers t o
the associating of a specific zero factor with a specific
and bo is implicitly defined in (17), where K is the integer pole factor to form an elemental or individual section.
part of (N+1)/2.
Ordering refers to the sequence
or order inwhich the indid ) Pnmllel canonic form, which is shown in Fig. 9, vidualsectionsareconnectedincascadetoformthe
where
composite higher order filter. Varying the pairing and
K
noise properties
H(z) = c
H&)
(21) ordering can dramatically change the
and
dynamic
range
of
both
discrete
and
continuous
i=l
filters. As an example, if
where H , ( z ) is either a second-order section, i.e.,
Z
’ -

+
+

+
+

+

or a first-order section, i.e.,

Dj(z)
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a possible detailed realization wouldbe

where the pairing is N I with D2, N3 with Dl,NZwith Ds,
Nq with D3, and N5 with De. T h e implied ordering is
Nl/D2 first,followedby
Ns/Dl,NJDb, N4/D3, and
finally N5/D4.
21) Twoimportantproperties
of digitalfiltersare
stability and causality. The definition of stability most
often used in digital filtering is
as follows: a system is
stable if every
bounded
(finite)
input
produces
a
bounded (i.e., finite) output. For linear time-invariant
digital filters, a necessary and sufficient condition for
stability is

1

;\

I

I

Fig. 10. An example of the magnitude-squared
characteristics of a typical filter.
N ODD

N EVEN

I

m

n=-w

22) A system issaid to be causa2 if the output for
n = nois dependent only on values of the input forn <no.
For linear time-invariant digital filters, this implies that
NEVEN
N DDD
theunitsampleresponsesequence
(;.e., theimpulse
IH(W1 1'
response) is zero for n < 0. For the case of most interest,
i.e., causallineartime-invariantfilterswithrational
transfer functions, stability implies thata11 the poles of
H ( z ) must be inside the unit circle in the 2; plane.
23) The gain of a discretejilter is the steady-state ratio
of the peak magnitude (or any other consistent measure
like root-mean-square, for example) of the output to the
wp w5
wp w2
peakmagnitude (or otherconsistentmeasure)
of the
Fig. 11. The magnitude-squared characteristics for even and odd
input signalto the discrete filter. The usual input signals
order Chebyshev types I (top) and I1 (bottom) filters.
are either periodic sequences,
e.g., sine waves,or pseudorandom sequences.
] H(w) 2@4agnitude-squaredcharacteristic
(fre24) T h e frequency-scale factor is the fact0.r by which
quency
in
rad/s).
all the poles and zeros of a normalized filter (cutoff frew, Passbandedgefrequency.
quency of 1 rad/s) must be multiplied toyield the actual
w, Stopbandedgefrequency.
filter pole and zero values, i.e., the ratio of the unnormalized to the normalized frequency scale of a filter.
A typical response is shown in Fig. 10.
2 5 ) TheJ'ilter bandwidth is the width, in units of frea) Butterworth jilter: Maximally flat magnitude a t
quency, between the two points that
define the edges
W=O
of the passband of the frequency characteristics of a
filter. The frequency points are usually definedas those
values of frequency a t which the attenuation orloss is a
specified amount and beyond which the essential filter
b) Chebyshev fillers :
characteristicchangesfrompass
(small attenuation)
Type I-Equiripple
passband,
monotone
stopto stop (larger attenuation).
band
:
26) A commonly specified frequency point is the 3-dB
orhalf-powerpoint.FortheellipticandChebyshev
filters the frequency points are the highest and lowest
frequencies a t which the filter attenuation satisfies the
equiripple passband attenuation limits. For other filters
Type 11-Equiripple stopband,passbandmaxithe frequency points may be defined
in terms of the mally flat a t w = 0 :
asymptotic intersections of the passband and stopband
logarithmic asymptotes. Some examplesof typical filter
characteristics are shown.
27) Typical magnitude-square characteristics for several of the standard forms of continuous-time filters are
given below using the following terminology.
where the CN(W)are the Chebyshev polynomials.Fig. 11
W

1
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shows the responsefor thetwotypes
filters for N odd and even.
c) Elliptic (Cuuer) filters-equiripple
stopband :

of Chebyshcv

N ODD

1972

N
EVEN

passband and

4

I\
I

where the $ N ( w ) is a rational Chebyshev function involving elliptic functions. Fig. 1 2 shows the response of
elliptic filters for N both odd and even.
28) The term transition band is used to describe a n
interval of frequencieswhereafiltercharacteristic
changes from one kind of behavior to another, one example being the transition band from a pass to a stop
characteristic. The transition ratio is a relative measure
of the passband width to the sum of the widths of the
passband and the adjacent transition band(s). It can
also bedefinedfor
a single-transitionband-passband
pair provided the width of the passband is defined. For
the filter shown in Fig. 13 the transition ratios are defined a s
-

0,

wz2

transition ratio

= ___
wc - (0’2

transition ratio

= ___

wu1

-

mu

- w,

(lower region)

(31)

(upper region)

(32)

where wc may be defined as either the arithmetic mean
of the band-edge frequencies, i.e.,

tw

w

wp “s

wp ws
ELLIPTIC

Fig. 12. The magnitude-squared characteristics for even
and odd order elliptic filters.
TRANSITION
BAND

I

rn

-

c

‘

wm w1*

wc

wut

wu

Fig. 13. The attenuation characteristics of a typical bandpass filter
showing passband, stopbands, and transition bands.
2.268.

w

2

8

2.160

k

PASS BAND

z

TRANSITION
BAND

W

U

I 0.0082
0

f

Fig. 14. The magnitude characteristic of a typical filtel
showing its ripple characteristics.

or as the geometric mean
of these same two frequencies,
l.e.,

=0.424 d B overall or f O . 2 1 2 d B ripple about the geometric
mean.
w, = d w u 1 w 2 2 .
(34)
30) The passband ripple is also termed the in-band
ripple. The terms stopband ripple and out-of-band ripple
Thus the transition ratio is bounded on the upper side
have
alsobeen
usedwhen the out-of-band frequency
by unity. Transition ratios near unity imply sharp cutresponse
has
the
characteristic of a ripple; numerically
off filters.
this
has
been
used
to express the ratio of the minimum
29) The nature of a filter’sresponse characteristic
out-of-band
attenuation
to the mean in-band attenuathatapproximates a desiredcharacteristicbybeing
tion.
We
recommend
that
this ratio be termed minimum
alternativelygreaterthanand
less thanthe desired
stopband
attenuation
and
that
the terms stopband
ripple
response as theindependentvariableisincreased
is
and
out-of-band
ripple
not
be
used
except
qualitatively.
called the ripple. T h e ripple may be expressed as the
minimum
stopband
attenuation
ratio of the maximum to the minimum of the response In the example,
=0.0082(
=
)
-41.7
dB
and
the
relative minimum stopin a specified range, e.g., the passband of a filter. I n this
band
attenuation
=
(0.0082)/~2.268X2.160=0.003705
case, the rippleisusuallyexpressedinpercentorin
( = ) -48.6 dB.
decibels by taking 20 loglo of the ratio. Alternatively,
the ripple may be expressed relative t o some specified
Methods for Designing Digital Filters
level of response such as plus or minus a fixed number
31) An important class sf techniquesfordesigning
of units. For example, consider the magnitude response
t o be realized recursively
shown in Fig. 14, where passband ripple = 2.268/2.160 infinite impulse response filters
is based on a transformation of a continuous-time filter.
= 1.05 which implies a (2.268)/42.268x2.160 = 1.0247
or rt_ 2.47 percent variation about the geometric mean; This class consists of at least three techniques.
a) Tmpulse invariance(alsocalled
the standard z
thus passband .ripple
.
expressed indB ( = ) 20 loglo (1.05>

__-
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transformation or standard z ) is a technique in which
the impulse response
of the derived digital filter
is identical to the sampled impulse response
of a continuous-time
filter. If the continuous-time filter has a transfer func-

s plane maps into the inside
of the unit circle and the
right-half s plane maps to the outside of the unit circle.

This results in a nonlinearwarping
scale according to the relation

tied

of the frequency

%T
a aT
__
- tan -

2

(41)

where wc is the continuous-time frequency variable and
is the discrete-time frequency variable. Because
of
this warping of the frequency scale, this design techniqueismostuseful
in obtainingdigitaldesigns
of
filters whose frequency response can be divided into a
number of pass and stop bandsin which the response is
essentially constant. Generally i t is necessary to take
appropriateaccount of thewarping of thefrequency
scale.
c) Matched z transform (also called the matched z
transformation, mapping poles and zeros, or matched z )
is a technique based on mapping the poles and zeros of
the continuous-time filter by the substitution

wd

k=O

then the requirement that
h ( n ) = h,(t)

2

1

t=ny,

o 5 n Ica

(36)

implies that H ( z ) is obtained from the partial fraction
expansion of H,(s) by the substitution
(37)
It can be shown that

s - si -+ 1 -

e*i*z-l.

(42)

This means that the poles of H ( z ) will be identical to
those obtained by impulse invariant method, however
Thus,impulseinvariance
is onlysatisfactorywhen
H,(sj is band limited. If as in most instances, H,(s) is the zeros will not correspond.
32) In the contextof designing a discrete-time system
not sufficiently band limited, H ( z ) is an aliased version
and
especially a digital filter, an optimization technique
of H,(s). Therefore, this technique is primarily used for
is
a
procedure
for minimizing a prescribed performance
narrowband filter designs or else the transformation is
function
based
on
design requirements.
An example is
applied to the cascade combinationof a guard jilter and
the
design
of
a
discrete-time
filter
to
have
the minimum
Hds).
mean-square
deviation
from
a
desired
frequency-domain
.Another important point is clear from (38). Due to
characteristic. An iterativeoptimizationtechnique
is a
the 1 / T multiplier,digitalfiltersderivedbyimpulse
procedure
for
generating
successive
approximations
coninvariance have a gain approximately 1/T t h a t of the
verging
(hopefully)
to
an
optimum.
This
is
opposed
to
continuous-time filter. Thisis generally compensated by
an
analytical
design
technique,
which
yields
a
closed
form
multiplying each factor in the partial fraction expansion
solution, such as the Chebyshev designfor a lowpass
by T , so that the digital filter will have approximately
filter.
the same gain as the continuous-time filter from which
it was derived.
h j Bilinear transformation (also called the bilinear V. Finite Word length Effects-A/D,
D/A Conversion
z transform, the bilinear z transformation or z form) is
1) A digital-to-analog ( D / A ) converter isadevice
a technique used to circumvent the aliasing problem of
s(nT) t o produce
t
~
h i c hoperates on a digital input signal
the impulse invariant technique. This approachuses the
a
continuous-time
output
signal
s
(
t
)
ideally
defined by
algebraic transformation
s(nT)h(t - nT)

s(t) =

(39)

(43)

n

where h(t) characterizes the particular converter. For
example, h(t) is a square pulse of duration T for a zero
order hold D / A converter. The D / A converter is usuH ( z ) = U,(sj ~-(~/*)(l-~-l)/(l+z-').
~(40)
ally followed by a linear time-invariant low-pass conThis transformation has theeffect of mapping the entire tinuous-time filter called a postfilter. The combination
of D/A converter and postfilter is calleda reconstru.ction
s plane into the z plane in such a way that theleft-half
device or reconstruction jilter.
2) An analog-to-digital ( A / D ) converter is a device
This formulation assumes that all poles are distinct. Appropriate
which operates on a continuous-time waveform to promodifications can be made to deal with multiple order poles.
t o derive the system function of the digital filter as

I
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ingpositionwhich,
if 0 corresponds to a
and if 1
corresponds to a - (or vice versa). T h u s , for example,
in sign andmagnitude
0.0011 represents3/16and
1.0011 represents -3/16. Two related representations
of signed numbers are ones complement and twos complement. In each of these systems a positive number is
represented as in sign and magnitude. For Iwos-complement representation the negativeof a particular positive
number is obtained by complementing all the bits and
Representation of Numbers
adding one unit in the position of the least significant
wouldbe representedin
3) Various systems areused to represent the numbers bit. Forexample,-(0.0110)
in a digital filter. In $xed-point number representation, twoscomplementas
(1.1001)+(0.0001) = 1.1014). A
the position of the binary (or decimal) point is assumed carry out of the sign bit is neglected in the addition, so
fixed. Thebitstotheright
of the (fixed) binary (or that - (0.0000) = (1.1111) +(O.OOOl) =O.OOOO. For onesdecimal) point represent the fraction part
of the number complement representation the negative of a given posiand the bits to the left represent the integer part. For
tive number is obtained simply by complementing all
example,thebinarynumber
011.001 hasthevalue
the bits.
OX2~+1X2~flX2~+0X2-1+0X2-~flX2-3.
7) T h e choice of representation for negative numbers
4) A seating-point number isformed bytwo fixed in a particular system is based almost entirely on hardpointnumbers,the
mantissa7 andthe exponent. T h e ware considerations. With ones-complement and twosfloating-pointnumberisequal
to the product
of the complementnumbers,subtractioncanbeperformed
mantissa with the quantity resulting when a given base conveniently with an adder. For example, in twos comis raised to the power denoted by the exponent. The
plement, the difference A-B is formed by simply adding
base is the same for every floating-point number in the to A the twos complement of B.
digital filter. Consequently, the numerical value of an
entry in a specified positionin the mantissa is deter- Finite Word Length Effects
mined by the exponent. The mantissa is generally nor8) Even though the input to a digital filter is repremalized t o be as large as possible but less than some sented with finite word length (e.g. through A/D connumber (e.g., 1.0). For example, 0.1 X l o 2 is legitimate, version), the result of processing will naturally lead t o
whereas 0.01 X l o 3 and 10.0 X loo are usually considered values requiring additional bitsfo, their representation.
to be illegitimate floating-point decimal representations For example, a b-bit data sample multiplied by a b-bit
of the number 10. The most commonlyused base is two coefficient resultsin a product whichis 2b bits long.
(binary representation). The base 16 (hexadecimal repre- If in a recursive realization of a filter we do not quantize
the result of arithmetic operations, the number of bits
sentation) is used in some general purpose computers.
required will increase indefinitely, since after
the first
T h e base 8 is called octal representation.
5) The representation of block floating-point numbers iteration 2b bits are required, after the second iteration
is determined by examining all numbers ina block (i.e., 3b bitsarerequired,etc.Twocommonmethodsare
array). The largest number
is represented as an ordinary used to eliminate the lower order bits resulting from
floating-point number with a normalized mantissa. T h e arithmetic operations in a digital filter.
a) Truncation is accomplished by discarding
all bits
remaining numbers in the block use the exponentassoci(or digits) less significant than the least significant bit
ated with this largest number. This use of a single exponent for the whole block saves memory. This type of (or digit) which is retained.
b) Rounding of a number to b bits, when the numarithmetic is popular in realizations of the fast Fourier
ber is initially specified to more than b bits, is accomtransform.
plished by choosing the rounded resultas the b-bit numRepresentation of Negative Numbers
ber closest to the original unrounded quantity. When
the unrounded quantity lies equidistant between two
6) T h e discussion so farhasdealt
with therepresentation of nonnegative numbers. There are three com- adjacent b-bit numbers, a random choice ought to be
mon systems used for representing signed numbers. T h e made as to which of these numbers to round to. For
representation of positive numbers is the same in thes-e example, 0.0101 1 rounded to three bitswould he 0.01 1 ;
as either
three systems. The first, and most familiar, is sign and but 0.01010 rounded to three bits can be chosen
magnitude, i.e., themagnitude
(which is, of course, 0.011 or 0.010, and the choiceshould be random.In
choose toalways
positive) is represented as a binary number and thesign manysituations,however,onecan
is represented by an additional binary digit in the lead- round up in this midway situation withnegligible effect
on the accuracy of the computation.
’ The term n1;mtissa as defined here is unfortunately not the same 9) Roundof error (or roundof noise) or truncation
a s the term mantissa commonly used i n logarithm tables. The defini- error (or truncation noise) is caused by rounding off or
is dictated by itsextensiveoccurrencein
the
tionpresentedhere
truncating the productsformed within the digital filter.
literature:
duce a digital output consistingof a sequence of numbers
each of which approximates a corresponding sample of
the input waveform. Expressing the numerical equivalent of each sample by a finite number of bits (instead
of the infinitenumberrequired
to completely specify
each sample)is the quantizing inherent in the conversion
process. Theerror produced byquantizingis
called
quantizing noise or A / D conversion noise.
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T h e roundoffortruncationerror
is sometimes well puting,orotherwiseforming,thediscreteFouriertransmodeled as a random process. On the other hand, if the form of the sequence.
d a t a sequence to a recursive realization of a digital filter
2) From the definition, the sequence { f(O),f(l), . . . ,
consists of constants (e.g., zero) or some other periodi- f ( N - 1 )
has the DFT* f F(O), F(1), . . , F ( N - 1)
cally repeating samples, the roundoff or truncation error
N- 1
is periodic
and
causes
a deadband
efect
or limit cycle in
~ ( h =)
j(n)e-i(2~/~7)nk.
(45)
the filter output.
common
Atype
ofa limit
cycle
is
n-0
zero-input limit cycle where the output of a digital filter
remainsperiodicandnonzero,aftertheinputhasbeen
3, I t Possibletorecovertheoriginalsequence
from
set to zero. Dither is a sequence of numbers that is added its DFT by the ‘peration
to ’therecursive
input
ato digital
filter
ameliorate
to
the
1 N-1
deadband effect. Even
though
dither
increases
meanthe
j(n>= F(~)~~(zT/NI”~
(46)
N k=o
square error in the output, it can disrupt the patternof
roundofferrorscausingthedeadbandeffect,therebygiving
a sequence of N samples (f(o>,f ( l ) , . . . ,
permitting
the
output
to
return
to
zero.
f ( N - 1) as the
inverse
discrete
Fourier
transform
of
10) Overjiow occurs when a digital filter computes a { F ( O ) , F O ) , * . ‘ , F(N- 1) The operation is called
number that is too large to be represented in the arith- inverse
discrete ~~~~i~~
transformation
or IDFT, and is
metic used in t h a t filter. If no compensation is made for remarkably similar in form to t h e discrete ~~~~i~~ transthe overflow then large errors in the
filter output can formation.
result either in the form of transients or of overjiow oscil4) some
authors have defined the DFT in related but
lations. A technique used to compensate in part
for over- different ways, involving e i ( ~ T / ~ ) n kor
,
a multiplicative
flow is saturationarithmetic whereasum
t h a t is too factor of 1 / or~ 1/dr.B,, considering the expressions
large t o be represented is set equal to the largest repre- for the
D F T a n d I D F T i tis evident that the constants
sentable
number
filter.
the
in
1/N or l / d x and
the
possible
use
of ei(2T/N)nk
in other
11) Dynamic range is the ratio between the largest definitions
of the DFT can easily be compensated for in
and smallest signals which can be represented in the
the other definitions of the IDFT.
filter with a given fidelity criterion. Unfortunately the
5) suppose
for an ~
- sequence
~ we are
~ interested
i
~
fidelity criterion is often vague or unspecified.
in computing its DFT, and suppose
N is a composite
12) T h e roundoff
or
truncation
noise introduced integer
within a digital filter produces a resultant noise a t t h e
output of the
digital
filter. A signal-to-noise
ratio
can be
A 7 = T I X r2 X . . . X r,
(47)
defined in this context, for example, as the ratio of the
where the r; are a set of factors of N , not necessarily
ideal mean-squared output signal (filter output in the
prime factors. Of the various algorithms for computing
absence of any rounding) to the mean-squared output
such a D F T , some require a number of operations pronoise duetorounding
or truncation.Expressingthis
portional t o NE‘, rl (since the word proportional alratio in bits, as (1/2) log3 of the ratio, gives an approxilows considerable latitude, it is not necessary to be too
mate indication of the number of accurate bits in the
specific about the meaning of “operation”); such algofilter output.Differentdefinitions
of signal-to-noise
rithmsare called fastFouriertransforms
(FFT).g An
ratio may be appropriate in different contexts.
important special case is when
13) Another effect of finite word length is coeficient
quantization
error
(or parameter
quantization
error),
y l = y z = . . .
=r,=2
whichoccurswhenthe
coefficients of a digitalfilter,
initially specified with unlimited accuracy, are quantized
SO that
P
byrounding
or truncation. Coefficient quantization
rk
2 log2 N .
error appears as error in the digital filter’s response
(e.g.,
k-1
impulse response, transfer function, frequency response,
For etc.).
tionality is toN logz N.
6 ) A subclass of FFT algorithms is known which use
VI. Discrete Fourier Transforms and the FFT
high speed convolution techniques to compute the DFT
of a sequence through a formula in which i t is expressed
1) For a sequence of N numbers, possibly complex,
the discrete Fourier transform ( D F T ) is another sequence as a convolution. Examples of such algorithms are the
of exactly N numbers which are the values
of the z trans- chirp z transform and the prime algorithm.
7) In order to classify different FFT algorithms and
form of the original finite sequence for N values of z ,
specifically

1

1

1

1.

= ,9(2a/N)k
~

,

K

=

0 , 1,

. . , N - 1.
*

(44)

Discrete Fourier transformation is the operation of com-

For convenience, the notation of F(k) is used to denoteDFT coefficients rather than F(ei@.’N)k).
-a The word transform instead of algorithm is embedded ineradicably in the literature.
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to relate them to one anotherit is useful t o consider the
following procedure appliedt o a sequence f (n) of length
N where N has a factorization Px Q xR. The reader
shouldgeneralize t o morecomplicatedfactorizations.
Let us replace the index
n by the triplet(no,nl, nz)where
(no, nl, n,)

=

and
0

n

=

no

+ Rnl + QR

922

(48)

5 ?zO < R

O I % l < Q

0

5 n:!< P .

Similarly, we replace the index k by the triplet ( k o , k l ,
kz) where

(KO, k l , k z )

=

k

=

KO

+ Pk1 + PQkz

and
O_<ko<P
O I k l < Q
0 _< k2

< R.

Then (4.5) can be manipulated into the form

(49)

1972

can be derived in which ( P A =(PB = 1. This algorithm is
called the prime factor algorithm.
12)Any of the basicformscanbeprogrammed
so
that each summation is computed and the result stored
in the memory formerly occupied by its input data as
soon as that input datais no longer needed. In the case
of (SO), the amount of extra storage over the
N cells
needed for the sequence itself is onl~7the greater of P ,
Q, or R cells.
A programnled version of an algorithm which takes
advantage of this possibility is called in pluce. Unfortunately, when storage use is minimized in this way, either
theinputsequenceortheoutputsequencemustbe
unusuallyordered.Anexample
of this unusual order
might be that
F(ko

+ P k l + PQk2)

(5 1)

ends upin storage location kz+Rkl+QRko. The unusual
ordering may also take place
in the use of weights in the
algorithm. All such effects are called “digit reversal.” If
N is a power of two, and P = Q = R = 2, the effect is
called bit reversal.
13) If the factors of N are equal, say to r , the algorithm is called a base-r or radix-r algorithm and, if the
factors are different,it is called amixed-radix algorithm.
14) A common notation is to let W or WA?rrepresent
the reciprocal of the Nth principle root of unity,

Here ( P A and ( P B are of unit magnitude and have arguSome authors have used
ments dependent on the indices. Equation (SO), if followed as a recipe, suggests a way
of computing an Npoint D F T a s a collection of smaller DFT’s. There are:
QR DFT’s of P-point sequences; P R DFT’s of Q-point
1.5) For the base-2Cooley-Tukeyform
of the FFT
sequences; and P Q D F T ’ s of X-point sequences.
algorithm,themostfundamentaloperationis
of the
The only other operations called
for in (SO) are the
form
x = A W’”B
multiplicationsby
( P A , ( P l j . These
havebeencalled
twiddlefactors,phasefuctors,
and rotationfactors by
Y = n - 14’”.
(53)
various authors.
8) T o save multiplications (SO) is commonly modified The Sande-Tukey form can be obtained by solving for
A and B in terms of X and Y,
inone of twoways. The first\vayis to combine the
factors ( P d f and e--i(2T’P)7b2k0
inside the sum overn2 and the
A = OS(X
Y)
factors (PB and e+(zx/Q)nlklinside the sum over nl. T h e
B = 0.5(X - Y ) L V J C .
(55)
algorithm so produced has been called a decimation-infrequency algorithm or a Sande-l‘ukey algorithm.
This gives an elementary operationof an inverse trans9) A second way to save multiplicationsis to combine form. The Sande-Tukey form of the forward transform
the factors( P A and e--j(2a!Q)nlkl
inside the sum over nl and (DFT) is obtained by eliminating the 1/2 and replacing
the factors (PB and e--j(2x/R)f10k2
inside the sum over no. W-k by W k .From the appearance of the system flow
T h e resulting form of the algorithm is called a Cooley- graph for these operations, each operation
is called a
T u k e y or decimation-in-time algorithm.
butterJy.
10) An algorithm with the twiddle factors explicitly
16) For diagramming the flow of processing data for
present, as separate multiplications, is neither Cooley- the FFT, a flow graph notation is used. T h e flow graph
Tukey nor Sande-Tukey.
for a trivial eight-point FFT appears as follows:
11) Thereisathirdwaytosavemultiplications,
7
which works only when the factors
P , Q, R are relatively
F ( k ) = x f ( n ) W n k , k = 0, 1, . . . , 7
(56)
n=O
prime. By permuting the data sequencef(n) and accepting a permuted transform sequence, a formula like (SO) where

+

+
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=

exp

(- j -:).

1

T h e flow graph is shown in Fig. 15.
17) Each node represents a variable and the arrows
terminating at that node originate at the nodes whose
variables contribute to the valueof the variable at that
node. The contributions are additive, and the weight
of
each contribution, if other than unity, is indicated by
the constant written close to the arrowhead of the contribution. Each node is assigned a pair of indices n, L.
Variables at nodes in row n replace each other as they
are computed and are stored
in the cell with index n. All
nodes in a column L are computed on iteration L. In
this form of the algorithm, the exponent of W on the
line entering node ( n ;L)is n.23-L (mod 8). I t can also
be seen that for each pair of operands, the second W is
W4= - 1 times the first and that the "butterfly" operation is indeed given by (54).

1

\L

2

3

Fig. 15. The flow graph for an eight-point FFT.

x (k)
I,

I

I
I

VII. Discrete Convolution and Spectrum Analysis

I

1) The Fourier transform (i.e., the z transform evalI
I
POSITIVE +---I+
NEGATIVE
uated for z = ej2TfT)of a sampled waveform is periodic in
N=16
FREQUENCIES
N2
,
FREQUENCIES
frequency, i.e., X(eizrZ"f+fa))
= X(ei2T-Tf)
where f a = 1 / T
Fig. 16. The locations (in frequency) of the DFT
=sampling frequency. For this reason i t is convenient
points for a 16-point transform.
to represent a negative fyeguency as the equivalent @ m i tivefrequency below thesamplingfrequency,i.e.,
f
= -fs/20 is equivalent
t o f = -f,/20+fs=19/20fs. In
X(k)
this manner one need only describe the spectrum in the
positive frequency range of 0 5f <fs. For the DFT this
conventionalso holds. Thus a typicalspectrum of a
16-point D F T is shown in Fig. 16. For the above example the number of D F T points was even (16). T h e first
DFT point,X ( 0 ) , corresponds to the Fourier transform
POSITIVE +I--+
NEGATIVE
0
I
FREQUENCIES
N=15
FREQUENCIES
evaluated a t 0 frequency. T h e (N/2+l)st D F T point,
Fig. 17. The locations (in frequency) of the DFT
X ( N / 2 ) ,corresponds to the Fourier transfordevaluated
points for a 15-point transform.
a t half the sampling frequency. The index
k corresponds
t o a frequency f = k / T N in X ( e i Y r T f ) .
2) If the number of points in the D F T were odd, say where ( ( m ) )means the index is taken modulo N . EquaN = 15, a typical spectrum would be as shown in Fig.17: tion (58) can be written as
In this case thereis no D F T point which corresponds to
N- 1
n
evaluating the Fourier transform at half the sampling
X((% - m ) ) y ( ( m ) )
X((% - m ) ) y ( ( m ) > ,(59)
m=O
m=n+ 1
frequency.
3 ) T h e discreteconvolution of two sequences can be
or, alternately,
computed from the inverse discrete Fourier transform
of the product of the discrete Fourier transforms of the
two sequences. Thus, if X ( k ) and Y ( k ) are the discrete
m=O
N- 1
Fourier transforms of x ( n ) and y ( n ) , the inverse discrete
x((m))r((% - m N ) ) . (60)
Fouriertransform
of theproduct
of thesediscrete
WZ=n+l
Fourier transforms produces a periodic discrete convolution, also called a cyclic or circular discrete convolution or The simultaneous presence of both summations is generally undesirable for computing ordinary convolutions.
simply a cyclic convolution.
4) T h e cyclic convolution can be written algebraically For example, if the first summation in (60) is chosen to
represent the desired convolution, then the second sumas
mation represents an error term. By augmenting both
N- 1
X(.
- 4)y((m)>
(58) sequences with zeros so that they have the same length
Wl=O
N , which is at least as great as one less than the sum of

I

c

+ c

+

c

+
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the lengthsof the two sequences, cyclic convolution can
9) Windows are useful in determining the coefficients
be made to yield the same result as ordinary convolu- of a finite impulse response digitalfilter. In thiscase, the
originalsequenceconsists
of samples of the impulse
tion.
5) This use of the fast Fourier transform to compute response corresponding t o a transfer function which is
discrete convolutions is sometimes calledfast
convolution approximated by the Fourier transformof the sequence
or FFT convolution. Thistechniquecan
be
easily
of pairwise products; the product sequence used
is as the
adapted for computing acyclic (i.e., nonperiodic) correcoefficients of the finite impulse response digital filter.
lation functions. In this form, it is called
fast correlation
10) Windows are used also in the indirect method of
or FFT correlation.
computing a power spectrum. In this method, the
se6) If one of the two sequences is much shorter than
quence consistingof samples of the autocorrelation functheother,the
longersequence canbe sectioned into tion is multipliedbythe
window. T h e D F T of the
pieceswhose discreteconvolutionscanbecomputed
resulting sequenceis an estimateof the power spectrum.
separately.Thesediscreteconvolutionscanbecom11) Windowscanbe
usedalso in estimatingcross
bined t o produce the discrete convolution of the whole spectra where the estimates are obtained by multiplying
sequence. (Sectioning is used because i t reduces the re- theproducts of theDFT’s of twoormoredistinct
quired amounts of computation and memory.) One of sequences.
these sectioning techniques (overlap-save or select-save)
12) The determination of afiniteimpulseresponse
involves computing the inverse DFT of the product of described by an ordinary convolution
is called deconthe DFT’s of a) N samples of the input sequence, and volution or FIR identification.
b)theshorter
sequenceaugmentedwith
a sufficient
number of zeros so that its sequence contains
N samples.
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